Introduction
The present paper starts with a systematic study of distribution functions in ^-dimensional space and in particular of their infinite convolutions representing, in the language of the calculus of probability, the distributions arising by addition of an infinite number of independent random variables. The results are applied to almost periodic functions and in particular to the Riemann zeta function.
The proper method in dealing with distribution functions and their convolutions ("Faltungen") is the method of Fourier transforms, first applied systematically by Levy in his book on the calculus of probability [40] .| The theorems concerning Fourier transforms which we need are collected at the beginning; for proofs we refer to papers of Bochner [2] and Haviland [28, 29] . These authors use Riemann-Radon integrals; we prefer for several reasons to work with Lebesgue-Radon integrals for which the proofs are simpler. Using these results on Fourier transforms we develop a general theory of infinite convolutions and in particular their convergence theory. This theory is completed at the end of the paper, where it is shown, by means of integrals in infinitely many dimensions, that the convergence problem of infinite convolutions is identical with the convergence problem of infinite series the terms of which are independent random variables, as considered by Khintchine and Kolmogoroff [37] , Kolmogoroff [38] , and L6vy [41];
incidentally we obtain a new treatment of the latter problem.
The dominating feature of the convolution process is its smoothing effect, although it is hardly possible to formulate a single theorem covering the whole situation. In the cases in which we are interested an appraisal of the Fourier transforms is the natural approach to the treatment of the question. This method has recently been applied in the case of circular equidistributions by Wintner [55] ; in the present paper it will be applied to the more general case of distributions on convex curves, fundamental for the treatment of the zeta function. The results thus obtained are essentially finer than those obtained through geometrical considerations by Bohr and Jessen [19] .
These results are then applied to the almost periodic functions of Bohr and their generalizations. Distribution problems for almost periodic functions have been considered from various points of view by several authors. Historically, we first mention the investigations of Bohr [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , Bohr and Courant [18] , Bohr and Jessen [19, 20] and Jessen [31, 32] concerning Dirichlet series and in particular the Riemann zeta function, which are based on the theory of diophantine approximations (more particularly on the Kronecker-Weyl theorem). These investigations are methodically independent of the general theory of almost periodic functions which is, in the main, of a later date. Distribution functions for arbitrary real functions x = x(t), almost periodic in the Bohr sense, were treated by by transforming /-averages into x-averages and then applying the moment method of the calculus of probability. It was shown by Haviland [27] that the same method is valid also if x(t) is complex-valued. In the special case of linearly independent exponents as considered by it was essential to work not only with moments but also with Fourier transforms. It was shown by Bochner and Jessen [3 ] that the whole problem may be treated without applying the moment theory and considering only Fourier transforms, a method which holds in the case of generalized almost periodic functions also.
Applying this method in the present paper to the Riemann zeta function =f (<r+*/) we obtain with regard to the functions log f(j) and f (s) results which are in their kind essentially more precise than those obtained so far. The distribution function of x{t) =log t;(<r+it) for a fixed a>\ is obtained in the form of an infinite convolution. This expression for the distribution function of log $(<r+it) occurs in a geometrical form in the papers of Bohr and Jessen [19, 20] , who have proved by elementary considerations that it possesses a continuous density. In the present paper it will be shown without recourse to this result that there exists a density possessing continuous partial derivatives of arbitrarily high order. In the case ^<cr<l it will even be shown that the density is a regular analytic function of the coordinates (whichcannot be the case fora->l). The distribution function olx(t) ={(cr+it) itself is obtained from that of x(t) =log £(<r+it) by an exponential mapping. The method would enable us to discuss the dependence of the densities upon a also. In this direction we prove that the density of the distribution function of x{t) =log £(<r+it) tends uniformly to zero astr-> § and we also prove an analogous result with regard to the density of the distribution function of x(t)=£(ff+it).
It may be mentioned that the presentation is independent of the theory of diophantine approximations, which is replaced by a direct argument (using, of course, the same ideas as those in the proof of the Kronecker- Weyl theorem [48] ).
In order to make the present paper independent of the papers mentioned B0RGE JESSEN AND AUREL WINTNER [July above we have included, often with simplified proofs, some of the results of these papers. There is one aspect of the distribution problem regarding almost periodic functions and the zeta function not considered in the present paper, namely the problem of the ö-points, studied by Bohr, Bohr and Jessen, Favard, and Jessen. We mention only that the methods of the present paper admit of applications to this problem also. The Bibliography at the end of the paper is intended to be complete as far as distribution problems for almost periodic functions are concerned.
Let Rx be a ^-dimensional euclidean space with x = (£1, •••,£*) as variable point. A completely additive, non-negative set function </>(£) defined for all Borel sets E in Rx and having the value 1 for E = RX will be called a distribution function in Rx. The notation for an integral with respect to <j> will be All integrals are understood in the Lebesgue-Radon sense (Radon [45] , pp.
1324-1329). Our notation for ordinary Lebesgue integrals will be
A set E is called a continuity set of <j> if <j>(E') =4>{E") where E' denotes the set formed by all interior points of E and E" is the closure of E. There exists an at most enumerable set of real numbers such that at least those intervals a,-<£,-</3,-(j = l, ■ ■ ■ , k) for which the numbers a,-, ßs do not belong to this set are continuity sets of <f>.
A sequence of distribution functions <j>" is said to be convergent if there exists a distribution function <j> such that 4>n(E) -*£(£) for all continuity sets E of the limit function </>, which is then unique. The symbol $»-*4> will be used only in this sense.
We is denned by «>(£)= f <t>i(E-x)<t>2(dRx).
Jrx
Here E-x denotes the set obtained from E by the translation -x; the function <t>i(E-x) is a bounded Baire function so that the integral exists.* We call 4> the convolution (Faltung) ofcßi and c/>2 and denote it by <j> =</>i * c&2. It may be proved directly that 4>i *c£2=c/>2 *4>i and 4>i * (c/>2 *<£3) = (0i *<£2) *c/>3, relations which also follow from the connection with the Fourier transforms discussed in §3. For later application we notice that if ^pn=<j>i * ■ • ■ *<f>n where 0i, ■ • • , </>" are distribution functions in Rx, and if h{x) is a non-negative Baire function in Rx thenf (2. 2) f h{x)*n(dRx) = f <j>n(dRx") ■■■ f *(*,+ ■ . . + xn)<t>x{dRXi).
j rx j riri jrxl
By the spectrum% S = S(4>) of a distribution function <f> we understand the set of those points x of Rx for which 4>{E) >0 holds for any set E containing x as an interior point. 5 is always a closed set containing at least one point. The point spectrum P = P(<fi) is defined as the set of those points x for which tj>(x) >0, where x is to be understood as the Borel set consisting of the point x alone. P is at most enumerable and may be empty.
The vectorial sum A +B of two point sets A and B in Rx is defined as the set of those points in Rx which may be represented in at least one way as a vector sum a+b where a and b are points of A and B respectively. We agree to let A +B denote the empty set if at least one of the sets A and B is empty.
If A and B are both closed and bounded then so is A +B. We have A +B = B+A and A + (B+C) = (A+B)+C.
* That g(x) = <j>i(E-x) is a Baire function for any Borel set E follows thus: The system of sets E for which g{x) is a Baire function is a Borel field; hence it is sufficient to consider the case where E is an interval a, <|, </3,-(j= 1, • • •, k). Let now hi{x), hix), • • • be a sequence of continuous functions such that hn(x) = 0 when a: does not belong to E and K{.x)-»1 when x belongs to E, finally A"(x) g 1.
for all x. Since every gn{x) is continuous it follows that g(x) is a Baire function. f It is sufficient to verify (2.2) for n=2. In this case (2.2) is trivial if h(x) is = 1 in a Borel set E and =0 elsewhere. Hence (2.2) holds for any h{x) taking on but an enumerable number of values which implies that (2.2) holds for any Baire function h(x) ä0. The relation (2.2) is understood in the sense that the finiteness of either side implies that of the other.
% The above terminology, proposed by Wintner [57] , is in accordance with that of Wirtinger and Hilbert and is therefore not identical with that of Wiener.
Using this notation, we have for the spectrum and the point spectrum of a convolution the addition rules S((j>i *</>2) = .S(c/>i)+S(</>2) and P{<pi * c/>2) By the limit lim Bn of a sequence of point sets Bn in Rx we understand the set of those points in Rx which may be represented in at least one way as the limit of a sequence of points xn, where xn belongs to Bn. This limit (which may be empty) always exists and is a closed set. By the vectorial sum A1+A1+ ■ ■ ■ of an infinite sequence of sets Ah A2, • • • (in this order) we mean the set lim (Ai+ ■ ■ ■ +An).
If the spectrum S(4>) is contained in lim S(<j>") but the two sets need not coincide. Between P(<f>) and lim P(c/>") there is no connection.
A distribution function c/> will be called continuous or discontinuous according as P(4>) is or is not empty.f We shall say that <j> is purely discontinuous if </>(P (</>)) = 1. A distribution function <f> will be called singular if it is continuous and there exists a Borel set E of measure zero for which 4>{E) = 1. Finally, a distribution function <f> is called absolutely continuous if c6(£) =0 for every Borel set E of measure zero; this is the case if and only if there exists in Rx a Lebesgue integrable point function D{x) such that for any Borel set E; we call D(x) the density of <f>.
Any distribution function <f> may be written (Radon [45], pp. 1321 (Radon [45], pp. -1322 in the form <f>(E) = ai<t>i{E)+at4>i(E)+a3(i>3{E) where ah a2, a3 are nonnegative numbers having the sum 1 and <f>i, fa, fa are distribution functions such that fa is purely discontinuous, fa is singular, and fa is absolutely continuous; the three components c^fa, a^, a3fa are uniquely determined by fa Let Rv be the ^-dimensional space with y = (771, • • • , 77*) as variable point and let xy denote the scalar product of the vectors x = (£1, •••,£&) and y = (vi> • • • , i)k)-If 0 is a distribution function in Rx then the integral defines in Ry a function A(y; c/>) which is uniformly continuous and bounded, the maximum of its absolute value being A(0; <£) = 1. We call A(y; </>) the Fourier transform of <j>. If A(y;c/>)=A(y; \p) thenc/> = i/', that is, the correspondf We notice that there exist continuous distribution functions <j> such that not every interval a, <{, </3, (j= 1, •••,&) is a continuity set of <t> in the sense defined above. = P(t/,1)+P(c62). E 
Fourier transforms
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use ence between the class of all distribution functions and the class of their Fourier transforms is a one-one correspondence.
If then A(y; <£")->A(y; 4>) holds uniformly in every sphere \ y\ =a; conversely, if a sequence of Fourier transforms A(y; c/>") is uniformly convergent in every sphere | y | = a then the limit function also is the Fourier transform A(y; <(>) of a distribution function c/> and </>"-We may formulate this fact by saying that the one-one correspondence between the class of all distribution functions and their Fourier transforms is a continuous correspondence.
Finally we have for the Fourier transform of a convolution the multiplication rule A(y; c6i *t/>2) =A(y; e/>i)A(y; c/>2). This, together with the uniqueness of the correspondence, implies immediately the relations 0i *c/>2=c/>2 *<f>i and <Ai * (4>2 * fa) = (</>i * </>2) * 4>z mentioned in §2.
Let Xc denote the distribution function whose spectrum consists of the single point c in Rx so that Xc(E) = 1 or 0 according as c is or is not contained in E; we have A(y; %c) =eicy and in particular A(y; xo) = 1-If ^ is the distribution function \}/{E) =cf>(E -c) then yf/=(j> *Xc', in particular, c/>=0*xo for every c/>. For later application we notice that if c/>"-><j> and </>" * \{/n-xf> thenf If the integral f I y\'\ A(y;<t>)\m(dRy) is finite for an integer p = 0 then </> is absolutely continuous and its density D(x) =D(%i, •••,£*), determined by the inversion formula D(x) = (2*)~* I e-ix"A{y;4>)m{dRy), is continuous, approaches zero when | x \ -, and possesses in the case p >0 continuous partial derivatives of order ^p which may be obtained by differentiation under the integral sign and approach zero when \x\ -->°°. This is in particular the case if for some e>0 f Throughout the paper convergence of an infinite product is meant in the sense that the product of the n first factors approaches a limit so that the vanishing of the limit is not excluded.
B0RGE JESSEN AND AUREL WINTNER
[July Theorem 2. Ifip=0i * 02 * ■ ■ • is convergent, then so is p" =0"+i * <t>n+2 * ■ ■ ■ for every n and p"->xo as w->co.
The convergence of 0re+i*0n+2* • • • follows from Theorem 1. Also, 0« *Pn = 0 and 0"->0, hence p"->xo-These theorems enable us to prove that the addition rule for spectra holds for infinite convolutions also: Since p"->xo we have pn(Ce)-»1 as w->°o for any fixed e. Hence 0(xo+C2e) >0 for any e which means that x0 belongs to 5(0). The above proof is a generalization of a proof in Bohr and Jessen [19] . On imposing conditions on the distribution functions we obtain convergence criteria which will be used later on. where the subscripts denote partial differentiations and 0 <6' < 1, 0 <6" < 1.
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Since every partial derivative of second order of A(y; 0") has an absolute value _ M2(0K) we have Further theorems on infinite convolutions will be given in §16.
Convolutions or spherical equidistributions
Let the dimension number k be >1 and let 5 denote the sphere |x| =r where r>0. As equidistribution onSwe denote the distribution function 0(£) which for a given Borel set E is the (k -l)-dimensional measure of ES, divided by that of 5 itself. We have 5(0) =S, c(0)=O and M2 (0) This implies that Dn(x) and its partial derivatives converge uniformly to D(x) and its partial derivatives when n-.
In the case where the series r? +r22 + is divergent it may easily be shown that A(y; 0i * • • • * <j>n)->0 uniformly for I y I =e where e>0 is arbitrarily small. This implies that I I y I " I A(y; 0i * • • • * cf>") [ m(dRv) -> 0 as n -> oo , so that in this case Dn(x) and its partial derivatives tend uniformly to zero when »->co. This is a more precise statement than merely saying that the infinite convolution 0i * 02 * • • • does not converge.
Since all 0" are of radial symmetry, the same property holds for their convolutions and hence for the densities Dn(x) and D{x). 
Infinite convolutions of symmetric Bernoulli distributions
Let the dimension number k be =1. Let S denote the set consisting of the two points x = + r where r >0 and let 0(£) be the distribution function which is 0, \ or 1 according as E contains neither, one or both of these points so that A(y; 0) =^(e-iT"+eiry) =cos ry and 5(0) =P(0) =5. This 0 is the analogue for k = l of the spherical equidistribution.
We have c(0) =0 and M2 (0) • • • is convergent or divergent. Furthermore, -P(0) is always empty. For suppose that there exists a point x so that 0(x) >0. Let us write 0 = cr"*0" where <r"=0i* • • • *0"_i*0n+i* • • • ; then 0(x) = § (<r" (x -r") + o-n (x+r")) and similarly 0(x -2r") = § (cr"(x -3r") + <r"(x-r»)),
We choose a positive integer such that 0(x) >l/p and determine then numbers nh ■ ■ ■ , np such that »•",>••■ >r"p which is possible in virtue of Tn >0. Then the numbers *irni,
• * • > xi^np are all distinct and the sum of the corresponding values 0(x -2r",)+0(a;+2r"l),
• • •, 0(x -2r"P)+0(*+2f"P) is ^pif/(x) >1 which is impossible. This proves that P(0) is empty, i.e., that 0 is continuous. From Theorem 35, to be proved later, we conclude therefore that 0 is either singular or absolutely continuous. On collecting our results we have Here5 (0) is the null-set obtained from the interval [ x \ ^ \ by a construction identical with that leading to the Cantor null-set except that in the wth step the length of each of the omitted intervals is l/(«+l) times the length of each of the 2"_1 intervals obtained in the (n -l)th step. The interest of this example is due to the fact that A(y; 0) approaches zero although 0 is singular. Cf. Menchoff [43] .
For further results cf. Wintner [60] .
The results of this section could also be stated in terms of the Rademacher functions.
Fourier transforms of distributions on convex curves
Let the dimension number k be 2 and let S be a closed curve in Rx given by a parametric representation x = x(8) = (£i(0), £2(0)) such that x{9) has the primitive period 1. This parametric representation of 5 determines in i?, a distribution function 4> where 4>{E) for a given Borel set E is the 0-measure of ES; we have S(<p) =S. We call <f> the distribution function determined by the parametric representation x = x(9) of S. If S is the circle | x | -r given in the parametric representation x = x(6) = (r cos 2?r0, r sin 2?r0) then <j> is the circular equidistribution on S. In this case we know from §5 that A(y; </>) =0( |y |_1/2) as |y |->oo. We shall now prove that this appraisal holds for a general class of convex curves. In the case of a circular equidistribution, A(y; <j>) is a function of |y I only; in the present case we have where y = (| y | cos t, | y) sin t) and gT(9) = £i(0) cos r-f-£2(0) sin t.
Theorem 12. Let x = x(9) = (£i(0), $2(0)) oe a parametric representation of a convex curve S, such that (i) £1(6) and £2(0) possess continuous second derivatives £" (9) and £2" (9); (ii) the second derivative gT"(9) with respect to 9 of the function gr(9) = £i(0) cos t+£2(0) sin t has for every fixed value of r exactly two zeros 9 on S.
Then for the Fourier transform of the distribution function cj> determined by the parametric representation x=x(9) of S we have, uniformly in t,
The geometrical meaning of gT (9) implies that gT' (9) has for every fixed value of t at least two zeros on S; since between any two zeros of gT' (9) we find at least one zero of g'' (6) it follows that g' (8) also has exactly two zeros which separate those of g" (9) for every fixed r.
The zeros of gT' (9) and gr'{8) depend continuously on r. For if r"->t, every limit point of zeros of gr"'{9) or gTn" (9) will, by the continuity of §f (0) and g,"{8) as functions of 0 and t together, be a zero of g/(0)or gT" (9) . Furthermore, the two zeros of grn'(9) cannot tend to the same point on 5 as n-, for then this point would also be a limit point of zeros of grn" (9) , hence g' (0) and gl' (0) would have a common zero, which is, as we saw, impossible. The same argument shows that the two zeros of gr""(0) cannot tend to the same point on 5 as n->°o. We now consider, for every fixed r, the mid-points of the four arcs on 5 determined by the zeros of gT' (6) and gT" (8) ; these mid-points also depend continuously on t and divide 5 into four arcs AT, Br, CT, DT such that AT and CT each contain one of the zeros of g' (8) and BT and DT each contain one of the zeros of gl' (8) . Since the end points of AT, BT, CT, DT depend continuously on t there exists a constant a>0 such that (7.2) I gf'(ß) I = a on AT and CT and | gT' (8) On applying (7.3) and (7.4) to the four integration domains AT, BT, Cr, Dr and to the function f(8) =gr{8) \ y |, it follows from (7.1) and (7.2) that I A(y; <j>) I = 16qt1/2 | y \~m + 16«-11 y which proves Theorem 12. Since a"1] y\ ~l = a_1/2| y| _1/2 when a\y\ =1, and I A(y; c6)| = 1, we find also (7.5) |A(y;0)| =32a-1'2|y|-1'2.
Let F(z) =aiz+a2z2+ • • ■ be a power series convergent in a circle | z \ <p (=oo) and such that ai^O. Let S denote the curve x = x(6) =^l (9)+i^2(d) = F(r e2rie) where 0<r<p and let <j> be the distribution function in Rx determined by this parametric representation of S. Then c(cp) =0, i.e., <f> = 4>, and M2(c6) = | «i \ 2r2+\ a2 \ 2r4+ ■ ■ ■ . It is known that 5 is a convex curve if r is sufficiently small; condition (i) of Theorem 12 is satisfied for all r; finally if an = I an \e2rii" we have (7.6) gT{ß) = I ai I r cos 2tt(0 + yi -t) + \ a2 \ r2 cos 2ir(20 + y2 -r) + ■ ■ ■ , showing that if r is sufficiently small then condition (ii) of Theorem 12 also is satisfied. Hence there exists a positive po(^p) such that all conditions of Theorem 12 are satisfied for 0<r<p0.
Finally, there exists for any given Pi<p0a constant c>0 such that the number a>0 defined by (7.2) and occurring in (7.5) may be chosen >cr if 0<r=>i. This is clear from (7.6) if pi is sufficiently small; on the other hand if pi<p0 and e>0 are arbitrary then the same argument which was applied in the proof of Theorem 12 shows that the zeros of gl (6) and gl' (6) Let pi<p0 be fixed and let ß denote the corresponding constant defined in Theorem 13. Suppose first that all rB=>i. We have then |A(y; 0n)| Sßrü1121 y \~m for every n. Since r"-1^aw for some a>0 and | A(y; 0n) I = 1, it follows that My, fa) I g min (1, ßa^n1'2 \ y j"1'2).
Thus on placing t=ß~2a
It follows therefore from
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for every t. Hence A(y; 0) = 0(tll4e~il2), by Stirling's formula. We see therefore from t=ß-2a~1\y\ that A(y; xp) satisfies (3.2) with every A <%ß-2a~1. Let us now drop the assumption rn g pi and let b = lim sup^«/»-1/»-Then if a>b there exists an n0 such that rn = pi and »v1 = a(« -«0) for all n>n0. Hence A(y; 0) satisfies again (3.2) with every A <\ß~2ar, which proves the first part of the theorem. If b = 0 we may take a arbitrarily small; hence A(y; 0) satisfies (3.2) for arbitrarily large A which proves the second part of the theorem.
Returning to the case of general rn we shall now give an appraisal for the density D(x) occurring in Theorem 14. (0) is finite for every p so that all moments m?,?*^) of i> exist; furthermore, these moments belong to a determined moment problem (cf. Haviland [29] ). This remark applies in particular to the infinite convolution 0" occurring in Theorem 19.
Vectorial addition of convex curves
In order to determine the spectrum 5(0) of the distribution function 0 = 0j *02 * ■ • • , occurring in Theorem 14, in the case where ri+r2+ ■ ■ • converges and all S" are convex, we first prove a theorem concerning the vectorial sum of n convex curves. If C is a convex curve we shall denote by 1(C) and E(C) the two open domains into which C divides Rx, such that 1(C) is the interior and E(C) the exterior domain, and we shall denote by 1 (C) and E(C) the closures of 1(C) and E(C). For n = 1 the theorem is true with Bi=Ai=Si. Suppose that it is true for n and let us prove it for n+l. The complementary set T' of Tn consists either of a single domain E(Bn) or of two domains E(Bn) and I (A "). Now in order that a point x shall belong to the complementary set Tn+i 'of Tn+i it is necessary and sufficient that the curve x-Sn+i belongs to T" . This may happen in three different ways:
(i) it may belong to I(An);
(ii) it may belong to E(Bn) and contain Bn in its interior; (hi) it may belong to E(Bn) without containing Bn in its interior. (i) occurs only when An exists; it means that l(x-Sn+i) is contained in I(An); (ii) means that E(x-Sn+i) is contained in E(Bn) and (iii) means that I(x-Sn+i) is contained in E(Bn). There are always points x for which (iii) occurs whereas (i) and (ii) need not occur and are mutually exclusive. Hence it is sufficient to prove that the set of points x for which (iii) occurs is of the type E(B"+1) where Bn+i is a convex curve and that the set of points x for which (i) or (ii) occurs (if such points exist) is of the type I(An+i) where An+i is a convex curve. This is trivial as far as (i) and (ii) are concerned; in fact if (i) is true for both x = Xi and x = x2 it is obviously true for any x on the segment xix2 and the same holds for (ii). We therefore only need to consider the case (iii). The complementary set H to the set of points x for which (iii) occurs is the set of points for which I(x -Sn+i) and I(Bn) have at least one point in common. Now I(x-Sn+i) =x -I(Sn+i). Hence H is simply the vectorial sum of the two closed convex domains I(Bn) and I(Sn+i) which is known to be a closed convex domain I(Bn+i). This completes the proof of Theorem 17.
Theorem 18. // Si, S2, • ■ • are convex curves surrounding the origin such that the diameter d" of S" tends to zero as n-then the vectorial sum T = Si +S2+ • ■ ■ is a bounded set if and only if the series di-\-d2+ • ■ ■ is convergent and T is then either a closed convex domain 1(B) or a ring-shaped domain, namely a closed convex domain 1(B) minus an open convex domain 1(A).
With the previous notation it is clear from the proof of Theorem 17 that the curves Bx, B2, • • • all surround the origin and that Bn+1 surrounds Bn. Hence, if n is sufficiently large B" surrounds Sn+i so that the possibility (ii) is excluded. This implies that from a certain n on the existence of An is necessary for the existence of An+1 which is then surrounded by An. Since the diameters of the curves Bn remain bounded if and only if the series di+d2+ • • • is convergent, Theorem 18 follows from r = lim Tn.
Remark. The supporting function (Stützfunktion) of B is the sum of the supporting functions of Si, S2, ■ ■ ■ . There is no corresponding rule for the supporting function of A and there is not even a simple rule enabling us to decide whether A exists. If, however, one of the given curves, say Si, surrounds all the others we have the rule that A exists if and only if there exist points x such that x -(S2+S3+ ■ ■ ■) belongs to I (Si) and these x form then the domain 1(A).
Theorem 18 applies in particular to the spectrum S(\p) of the infinite convolution \p=<j>i*4>2* ■ • ■ , occurring in Theorem 14, in the case where ri+r2+
• • • is convergent and every S((pn) is convex. The problem considered in this section has been studied in greater detail by Bohr [7] ; cf. also Bohr and Jessen [19] and Haviland [26] . is convex since the angle between the tangent of 5 at the point 9 and a horizontal line through this point is, in virtue of the conformity, equal to the angle between the tangent of the circle z = 1 -re2rie at the point 9 and the line joining the origin with this point. Furthermore, if t is arbitrary, the function gT" (9) has exactly two zeros 9 on 5 since gT" (9) is a trigonometrical polynomial in 2tt0 of the first order multiplied by a non-vanishing factor. Thus the number p0 defined in Theorem 13 is =1. It may be mentioned that 5 surrounds the origin and that its diameter d tends to zero as r->0. Also, the distribution function determined by the parametric representation of S is symmetrical with respect to the line £2 = 0. Applying the results of §8 and §9 we prove the following theorem: Remark. By means of the Remark following the proof of Theorem 18 it is easy to obtain a more detailed description of Sty,) for a > 1. The set I(B") always contains the origin; it decreases when a increases and the limits of I{Ba) fortr->1 ander-> oo are Rx and the point x = 0 respectively. Furthermore, A, does not exist if <r is sufficiently near to 1, say o-jSo-i, while A" exists if a is sufficiently large, say o->cr2. It is not known whether or not tri=<72. Finally, 5(0"-) is symmetric not only with respect to the line £2 = 0 but also with respect to the line f1= -\ log (l-pr2°) -$ log (l-p22°) -• ■ ■ = | log ff»; this line is not a symmetry axis of \pa.
The explicit expression for the density D"(x) as given by the inversion formula enables us to discuss D,(x) as a function of <r. We give only one result in this direction:
Theorem 20. The function D"(x) and each of its partial derivatives tend uniformly to zero as <r->f.
The Fourier transforms A(y; \pG) satisfy (3.1) uniformly for §<o-<oo where <t0>! is arbitrary but fixed. It is therefore sufficient to prove that A(y; >0 as a-+J uniformly for \y | = e where e >0 is arbitrary and this is a Remark. It may be mentioned that since po = l, the distribution function 4/n,c=<pi,c * ■ ■ • *4>n,v is for every er>0 absolutely continuous with a continuous density D"."(x) whenever n>4, and Dn,"(x) =D",c(^i, £2) possesses continuous partial derivatives of order r&p whenever n>4-\-2p.
If cr> 5 then Dn,c(x) and its partial derivatives tend uniformly to D"(x) and its partial derivatives, whereas they tend uniformly to zero as w->=o if (Xo-gJ. Let x = fi+zi;2 and let Rx be mapped on itself by the transformation ex; every point x ^ 0 is then the image of the enumerable set of points log x. If E is an arbitrary set in Rx we denote by eE the set of all points ex where x belongs to E and by log E the set of all points x such that ex belongs to E; we notice that log (eE) is not necessarily E. If £ is a Borel set, then so are the sets eB and log E. If <j> is a distribution function in Rx, a new distribution function <p is defined by the relation <p(E) =t/>(log E); the spectrum S(4>) is the closure of e8^. The set log E being a null-set if and only if £ is a null-set, the absolute continuity of one of the distribution functions <j> and </> implies that of the other. If D(x) and D(x) denote the densities of <j> and <f> and if we write as I x \ -»-oo or | x |->0, while every partial derivative of D"(x) of order p is = 0( I x l^-Pe-MioEi*!)') as l^j-^oo or \x\->0. Since X>0 is arbitrary the factors I x |-2 and \x |-2~p may be omitted. These appraisals imply the continuity of Da(x) and its partial derivatives at x = 0 also, at which point all these functions vanish. By means of (10.1) it is easy to discuss Z>"(x) as a function of a. We give only one result in this direction, which corresponds to Theorem 20:
Theorem 22. The junction D,(x) multiplied by \ x\2 and each of its partial derivatives of order p multiplied by \ x |2+p tend uniformly to zero as <r-
The theorem is equivalent to the statement that A"(x) and each of its partial derivatives tend uniformly to zero as a-> §, which follows from (10.1) by the argument used in the proof of Theorem 20.
We do not know whether Theorem 22 holds if the factors | x |2 and | x \2+p are omitted; we do not even know whether \}/a{E)->0 as cr-for any bounded set E.
Asymptotic distribution functions
Let G be an abstract space with t as variable point and in G let there be defined a measure m such that the system of sets A for which m(A) is defined is a Borel field and m is non-negative and completely additive; we suppose that G belongs to the system and that m(G) = oo. The sets A for which m(A) is defined are called measurable sets. Lebesgue integrals with respect to m will be denoted by f f(t)m(dG).
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We suppose that certain sequences Au A2, ■ ■ ■ consisting of measurable sets of positive finite measure such that m(A")->°o have been selected and call these sequences admissible sequences. A real or complex function f(t) which is measurable in G is said to have the mean value M(f) =M(f(t)) if for all admissible sequences. These notions depend, of course, on the definition of admissible sequences, which is supposed to be fixed once for all. It is clear when for a class of functions or sets the mean values or relative measures shall be said to exist uniformly for all functions or sets of the class. Let x(t) be a measurable vector function with k components defined in G. Then if £ is a Borel set in Rx, the set AE of those points t'vaG for which x(t) belongs to E is measurable. We say that x{t) has an asymptotic distribution function if there exists in Rx a distribution function 0 such that for each continuity set E of 0 the relative measure p{AE) exists and is =4>(E). It is clear that there exists at most one such distribution function 0. The restriction imposed on E that it should be a continuity set for 0 is essential as will be seen from later examples. Another form of the definition is the following: For a measurable set A in G of positive finite measure, let 4>A denote the distribution function defined by m(AßA) A sequence of vector functions Xi(t), x2(t), ■ ■ • is said to be convergent in relative measure to the limit function x(t) if p( | x(t) -xn(t) | >e)->0 as n->oo for every fixed e>0. From §3 and Theorem 23 follows immediately Theorem 24. // xi(t), x2(t), • ■ • is a sequence of measurable vector functions which converges in relative measure to the vector function x(t) and if every xn(t) has an asymptotic distribution function c/>", then x(i) also possesses an asymptotic distribution function c6 and cf>"-*/>.
The existence of a distribution function <p of x(t) implies immediately the existence of the mean value M(F(x(i))) for any bounded continuous function F(x) in Rx and also gives the formula Hence we conclude that if the mean value M(F(x(t))) exists for the function F(x)=eixy where y is arbitrary, and if the limit relation (11.1) holds uniformly in every sphere \y | =a for any admissible sequence, then M(F(x(t))) exists for any bounded continuous function F(x) in Rx. One may start, of course, with other systems than the system of the functions F(x)=eixy in order to obtain conditions for the existence of c6. In this direction we mention the theorem that if | x(t) | is bounded then the existence of M{F(x(t))) for any F(x)=^ • • • is necessary and sufficient for the existence of cf>. This condition is equivalent to the one that every moment nQl,... ,gk{<j>A) approaches for any admissible sequence a limit which is then fi,,,...,"(</>). This method still applies when | x(t) | is not bounded but such that the limits of the moments belong to a determined moment problem (cf. Wintner [49] , [54] and Frechet and Shohat [25] ). Hence the moment method applies only under restrictive conditions regarding x(t) while the method of the Fourier transform applies whenever x(t) has an asymptotic distribution function.
It is sometimes of interest to establish the existence of the mean value M(F(x(t))) also for unbounded functions F(x). In this direction we have the theorem (cf. Bohr and Jessen [21 ] ) that if x(t) has an asymptotic distribution function c/> and if for some continuous function H(x) = 0 the upper mean value M(H(x(i))) is finite, then M(F(x(t))) exists for any continuous function F(x) satisfying the condition F(x) =o(H(x)) as \x [-><x> and (11.2) is valid.
Asymptotic distribution functions of almost periodic functions
Let G be the real axis -oo <t < °° and m the Lebesgue measure on it. Two cases will be considered; in the first case an admissible sequence is an arbitrary sequence of intervals (an, b") where bn -an-* °° ; in the second case we allow only sequences (0, ö") where bn-^<x> and sequences (a", 0) where tin-> -oo. We shall refer to the two cases as the unrestricted case and the restricted case, but we shall not distinguish the two cases by the use of different (11.2) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use notations for mean values, relative measures, etc. The existence of an asymptotic distribution function in the unrestricted case implies of course the existence in the restricted case also.
A vector function x(t) is called almost periodic if each of its k components is almost periodic. Our notations will be those used by Besicovitch [l] so that in particular a u.a.p. function means a function almost periodic in the original sense of Bohr. Since the range of x(t) is defined as the set of those points x0 of Rx for which xo = x(t0) holds for some t0 it is clear that any point of S(<f>) belongs to the closure of the range of x(t). Conversely, if x0 = x(ta) for some t0 then x0 belongs to S(4>), which means that p(\ x(t)-x(t0) |<e)>0 for every e>0. This is an easy consequence of the uniform continuity of x(t) and the fact that I x(i) -x(t0) I <e/2 for a relatively dense set of values t.
A measurable vector function x(t) is Wa.p. if and only if there exists a sequence X\(t), x2{t), ■ ■ ■ of u.a.p. vector functions such that where the upper mean value belongs to the unrestricted case. A measurable vector function x(t) is B a.p. if and only if the same holds with the sole difference that the upper mean value belongs to the restricted case. where the upper relative measure belongs to the unrestricted case. Hence the result follows from Theorem 24. If x{t) is B a.p. the proof is the same with the sole difference that the upper relative measure belongs to the restricted case. Let x(t) be an almost periodic vector function (of one of the types considered) and <f> its asymptotic distribution function; let £ be a Borel set in Rx; then if AE denotes the set of those points / for which x(t) belongs to £ we know that p(AE) exists and is =</>(£) for any continuity set E of 0, the relative measure belonging to the unrestricted case if x(t) is W a.p. and to the restricted case if x(t) is B a.p. If E is not a continuity set of 0 the relative measure p(AE) need not exist and even when it exists it need not be =0(£). A simple example (for h = 1) of the first behavior was given by Bohr [17] who constructed a u.a.p. function x(t) for which p(AE) does not exist (not even in the restricted case) for a certain interval E. An example of the second behavior (for k = 2) is the function x(t) =log {(a+it) where <r>l is fixed; this function is u.a.p. and its asymptotic distribution function is absolutely continuous ( §14); on the other hand, the range of x(t) is a null-set; hence if we take E to be the range of x(t), we have p(AE) = 1 and 0(£) =0.
Let now £ be a continuity set of 0 and let /(^) denote the function which is 1 or 0 according as x(t) does or does not belong to £. Then we know that M(f(i)) exists and is = 0(£). It is natural to ask if /(/) is also almost periodic (in some sense). We shall prove that f(t) is W a.p. if x(t) is W a.p. and B a.p. if x(t) is B a.p. We prove this as follows: The fact that £ is a continuity set of 0 makes it possible, corresponding to any given e>0, to find two continuous functions F(x) and G(x) in Rx such that 0 =£(x) =G(x) = 1 for all x, F(x) = 0 when x does not belong to £, G(x) = 1 when x belongs to £, and finally where the mean value belongs to the unrestricted or to the restricted case according as x(t) is W a.p. or B a.p. Now F(x(t)) and G(x(t)) are W a.p. if x(l) is W a.p. and B a.p. if x(t) is B a.p. This leads to the desired conclusion.
If x(t) is u.a.p. we find that /(/) is W a.p. and we cannot say more than this; in particular we cannot say that/(/) is S a.p. This is shown (for k = 1) by the following example: Let xi(t) denote the periodic function with period 4 which is = 0 for | x | g 1 and = \x\ -1 for 1= |x|=2 and let xn(t) denote the function xn(t) = 2~nx1(2~nt). Let x(i) be the u.a.p. function defined by the This implies F(x(t)) ^f(t) ^G(x(t)) and also M(G(x(t)) -F(x(t))) < e uniformly convergent series x(t) = xi(t)+x2(t)-\-■ ■ ■ . Then the set x = 0 is a continuity set of the asymptotic distribution function <f> of x(i). The corresponding function f(t) is =1 for |*| = 1 and =0 elsewhere; hence /(/) is not S a.p.
The methods of this section may be extended to functions of two or more variables; for a result in this direction cf. Wintner [58] .
Independent moduli
By The statement is that A(y; <j>) = A(y; fa) • ■ ■ A(y; <f>") which may be written according to Theorem 23 in the form
where the mean values belong to the restricted case. In virtue of the approximation theorem for B a.p. functions it is enough to verify the last relation in the case where all components of X\(t), ■ ■ ■, xn(t) are exponential polynomials in which case it follows by a direct calculation. With regard to this argument cf. , Bochner and Jessen [3 ] ; this is the point where the explicit use of the theory of diophantine approximations is avoided as pointed out in §1.
The where the mean value belongs to the restricted case; this relation is a consequence of the approximation theorem for B a.p. functions .Use is made of the linear independence of the exponents. Finally, the last part of the theorem follows from Theorem 10 since the boundedness of s(t) implies the boundedness of 5(0). In this last part of the theorem is contained the classical theorem of Bohr that the Fourier series of a u.a.p. function with linearly independent exponents is absolutely convergent; it is interesting that the original proof of Bohr [16] , without using the notion of a distribution function, was built precisely on the same ideas as the present proof.
It is interesting that the smoothness of the asymptotic distribution function 0 of s(t) established by Theorem 29 does not imply any smoothness for s(t) itself. In fact (cf. Wintner
[56]), if r" = an, X" = o" and Sn = 0 where 0<a<l, ao = l and 6 is a transcendental number, then s(t) is u.a.p. with linearly independent exponents but is nowhere differentiable.
14. The Riemann zeta function where in each term on the right -log (1-2) =z+|z2+ • • • . The function log f (j) is regular for <r > 1 and log fn(s) for a >0. By H we denote the domain obtained from the half-plane cr>% by leaving out the segment § <cr = 1, t = 0, and all segments |<o-^o-0, / = /o, where 0-0+^0 denote the zeros (if any) of f(s) in <r>|; by log f (s) for o-> § we understand the analytic continuation of log f(s) in For any fixed tr>l the functions £(<r+it) and log f(cr+»7) are both u.a.p.; similarly, £n(o~+it) and log £n(cr+it) are m.cz./». for any fixed o->0 and tend uniformly to £(<r+it) and log £(<r+it) if tr>l. For any fixed <r> § the function ^(cr+it) is 232 <x./>. and M{ I r(o-+ |0 -f"(<r + Ä) I2) -* 0 as n -» 00 , where the mean value belongs to the restricted case. This follows, e.g., from a result of Besicovitch [l] , pp. 163-169, but is in the main of an older date. In the case 0-= 1 it is necessary in all integrations to leave out a vicinity of the pole t = 0. Finally, it was proved by Bohr [12] that if <r>| is fixed then p( I log Jt* + it) -log fB(o-+ it) I > e) -> 0 as n -> 00 for any e>0; the upper relative measure belongs to the restricted case.
Using our previous results we can now prove very easily Theorem 30. The function log £(<r+it) possesses an asymptotic distribution function in the unrestricted case if a>\ and in the restricted case ifi %<s& 1. This asymptotic distribution function is the distribution function *"=fa,, *<j>2,"* ■ ■ ■ described in Theorems 19 and 20. The closure of the range of log r(<r+it) is Sty,).
The first part of the theorem follows from Theorems 25 and 24. In order to prove the second part of the theorem we first observe that if 5 denotes the curve x = x(6) = -log (1-reiriS) where 0<r<l, and if <j> is the distribution function in Rx determined by this parametric representation of S, then </> is also for an arbitrary X^O the asymptotic distribution function of the function -log (1 -reixt). Now if o->0 then n log fn(o-+ it) = X) -log (1 -pre-*10""'); y-l since the numbers log pu ■ ■ ■ , log pn are linearly independent it follows from Theorem 28 that log f"(o-+i/) has the asymptotic distribution function c£i,ff * • • • * 4>n ,<,• The second part of the theorem follows then by Theorem 24. 
Measure and integration in product spaces
We obtain further results concerning infinite convolutions by using the theory of measure and integration in product spaces of an infinite number of spaces. In the present section we collect some of the results of this theory. These results are proved for a special case in Jessen [35 ] where references to the literature are to be found. The proofs for the general case will be given by Jessen in a forthcoming paper.
Let Q be an abstract space with t as variable point and let there be defined in Q a measure m such that the system of sets A for which m(A) is defined is a Borel field and m is non-negative and completely additive. We suppose that Q itself belongs to the field and that m(Q) = l. The sets A for which m(A) is defined are called measurable sets; Lebesgue integrals with respect to m are denoted by f f(t)m(dQ).
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It is well known that if qx and q2 are two spaces of the type described before, with ti and t2 as variable points and with /xi and p2 as measures, then these measures generate in the product space Q = (qi, q2) with the variable point / = (ti, t2) a measure m = (jui, p2) in the following way. The system of sets in Q for which m is defined is the smallest Borel field containing all sets A = (<zi, a2) of Q where a\ and a2 are measurable sets in qx and q2 respectively and m is characterized by the property that if A = (ah a2) then m(A) = Hi(ai)ß2(a2). For integrals with respect to m we have Fubini's theorem Theorem A. Let f(t) be integrable in Q and let fn(t) denote the function so thatfn(t) depends only on t". Thenfn{t)^>f(t) almost everywhere in Q as n->oo.
Theorem B. Let Abe a measurable set in Q with the property that two points t' = (ti , t2 , ■ ■ • ) and t"' = (jl', t2", • • • ) such that r"' =t"" when n>n0 = n0(t, t") always either both belong to A or both do not belong to A. Then m(A) is either 0 or 1. 
The convergence problem of infinite convolutions
Let Q be an abstract space of the type considered at the beginning of §15 and let x(t) be a measurable vector function with k components defined on Q. Then if £ is a Borel set in Rx the set AE of those points t for which x(t) belongs to £ is a measurable set in Q. The distribution function <p in Rx defined by 4>(E)=m(AE) will be called the distribution function of x(t) in Q. For the Fourier transform of <j> we have For later application we notice that any distribution function </> in Rx is the distribution function of a measurable vector function x(t) in a suitable abstract space Q. The simplest possibility is to choose Q as Rx itself, except for the change in the notation for the variable point, and to choose c6 as measure in Q. Then x(t) =t is a measurable vector function in Q and <j> is its distribution function.
Let Q = (ffi, q2) and let #1(7-1) and x2(t2) be measurable vector functions with k components in <7i and q2 and having the distribution functions c/>i and 02. Then the distribution function <p of x(t) = xi(ti) +x2(t2) in Q is 0=0i *c/>2. This follows readily from the definitions and is obvious also from (15.1) and (16.1) which imply A(y; c&) =A(y; 0i)A(y; <p2). We shall now prove that a corresponding theorem holds for infinite convolutions also: Theorem 32. A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the infinite convolution <j>i*<j>2* ■ ■ ■ is that if <7i, q2, • • • are abstract spaces and Xi(ti), x2(t2), ■ ■ ■ measurable functions in qx, q2, ■ ■ ■ having the distribution functions <j>i, <j>2, ■ ■ ■ , then the series *i(ti) +x2(r2) + ■ • • is convergent almost everywhere in Q = (qi, q2, ■ ■ ■ ). The distribution function of s(t)=Xi(ri) +#2(t2)+ ■ ■ ■ is then \p = 4>i*<p2* ■ • ■ .
The sum sn(t) =*i(ti)+ • • • +xn(rn) is for every n a measurable vector function in Q and its distribution function is 0"=cf>i * ■ • ■ * 4>». Similarly, the distribution function of rn,p(i) =x"+i(t"+1) + ■ ■ ■ +xn+p(Tn+p) is on,p =0"+i* • ■ -*0"+p. From Theorem 1 a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of 0i *02 * • • • is that p",P->Xo as n-which means that rniP(t)->0 in measure (en mesure) as n-»°o. Hence the convergence in measure of the series x1(t1)+x2(t2)+ -• • is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of 0i *02 * • • • , and it is also seen from (16.1) that the sum s(t) = xi(ri) +x2(t2) + • • • has then \p=<pi *<p2* ■ • ■ as distribution function. Since convergence almost everywhere implies convergence in measure, it remains only to prove that for series of the type *i(ti) +X2(t2) + ■ ■ • con- also holds in the sense of convergence in measure for every y in Ry. For a fixed y we write /(/) =ci,(l,l/; then f(t) is measurable and bounded, hence integrable, so that we may apply Theorem A. We find /"(/) = eiXl(-Ti)v ■ ■ ■ eiXn(-Tn)ya"
where the constant a"-»1 as n-■><» ; hence gi*(t)y -gixi{T{lygix,(,ri)y . . , holds in the sense of convergence almost everywhere for every y, which shows that x(t) =Xi(t1)+X2(t2)+ ■ ■ • is convergent almost everywhere. Since the set A of points t in Q in which a series of the form x\(r\) +X2(t2) + ■ ■ ■ is convergent satisfies the conditions of Theorem B, we have also Theorem 33. An infinite series #1(7-1)+:r2(t2) + ■ ■ ■ whose terms are measurable vector functions is always either convergent almost everywhere or divergent almost everywhere.
Theorems 32 and 33 together give, when translated into the language of the calculus of probability, a new solution of the convergence problem for series #i-r-#2+ ■ ■ ■ whose terms are independent random variables; this problem (for k = \) was first treated by Khintchine and Kolmogoroff [37] and later by Kolmogoroff [38] and Levy [41] . Theorem 33 states that the probability for convergence is always either 0 or 1 and Theorem 32 shows that the probability is 1 if and only if the distribution function 0" of sn=Xi+ ■ • ■ +xn tends to a distribution function 0 when Combining Theorem 5 with a remark due to Khintchine and Kolmogoroff, we find also the main result of these authors, which we formulate as a convergence criterion for infinite convolutions. Denoting by Ck the sphere |x| =isT and by <t>",K the distribution function for which <f>n,K{E) is =0"(£Cx) + l -c/>"(G<:) or = (p"(ECK) according as E does or does not contain the point x = 0, we have Theorem 34. A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of the infinite convolution fa *<p2* ■ ■ ■ is the convergence of the three series 
